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0.1 Introduction
The novel Haunted from 2005 by American author Chuck Palahniuk is an
unusual and modern representation of a Gothic novel that addresses various
taboos of contemporary society in a satirical manner. Although there are
many ways to interpret the author’s intention of writing a book that can
be characterised as a ”Novel of Stories”: full of violence, sexual abnormal-
ity, murder, obscenity, and desperation; Palahniuk’s overall message is still a
prominent one, written between the lines: there is no escape from self-disgust
of human beings directed at themselves and their actions. What is more, an
aspiration for acknowledgement and fame at all costs is no solution for the
loss of morality that seems to dominate the present age. The magazine and
media collective Complex which claims to ”expose the true face of Modern
America” concerning popular culture (”About Complex”), ranked Haunted
second in its list of ”The 25 Best Horror Novels Of The New Millennium”.
They write, ”who needs a small army of writers to assemble an anthology of
short, dark fiction when you’ve got Chuck Palahniuk and his endless imagina-
tion?” [2]. With his fifth novel Lullaby ranked 15, Palahniuk’s contributions
to the Gothic genre seem to have left a lasting impression. In fact, the
publication of Haunted triggered a special fascination among fans and crit-
ics, and several incidents of people who appeared to have fainted during his
promotion tour in 2003 and in later readings of Haunted’s first short story
”Guts”, caused great controversy [25]. Although not related content-wise,
Haunted could be seen as the last piece of Palahniuks book series written
in the Gothic genre, succeeding Lullaby (2002) and Diary (2003). Born in
1962 as Charles Michael Palahniuk, ”Chuck” Palahniuk, who also works as
a freelance journalist, describes his own writing as transgressional fiction.
His work is inspired and influenced by authors such as Tom Richard, Denis
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Johnson, Thom Jones, Bret Easton Ellis as well as by philosophers Michel
Foucault and Albert Camus [34, 37]. One can attribute a minimalistic style
to Palahniuk’s novels that is marked by a limited vocabulary, short sen-
tences, repetitions, and an overuse of verbs instead of adjectives. Because of
his philosophical influence and often dark and complex issues such as death,
sexuality, deity and morality, his intentions or meanings often remain unclear.
This, however, can be seen as ”a great strength” since Palahniuk hereby cre-
ates a wonderful intrigue that makes the reader dependent on the characters
[27]. His unique writing technique certainly contributes to his success in the
modern Gothic genre, creating a mood fitting a horror plot, marked with a
”suspense [that] is constant” although ”the author never once seems to be
holding back information” [27].
0.2 Problem Area
In order to investigate the book Haunted and Palahniuk’s criticism of a
society that fails to keep its self-control intact witnessing a gradual decrease
of moral values the work in hand is a textual analysis that aims to answer
the present paper’s research question:
0.2.1 Research Question
To what extent could it be argued that Chuck Palahniuks novel
Haunted engages with theological claims regarding sin, redemp-
tion, and morality?
With an approach stemming from the elements of New Criticism and
New Historicism, the project will use the interdisciplinary mode of mixing
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up perspectives and input of both, high and low literature, in order to draw
conclusions to the sociocultural context of Haunted. After an introduction,
including a study of Haunted’s roots and links to the Gothic genre, together
with a short digression into satire and the respective traits that occur in the
novel, the mode of representation of the seven deadly sins in literature will
serve as a basis and structural outline of the subsequent analysis. Further-
more, the work draws on distinct resources, stemming from the philosophical
studies of Nietzsche and Kierkegaard, in order to propose an argument that
the morality examined and tested in Haunted is closely linked thematically
to the morality we see in the theological concept of the seven deadly sins.
0.3 Theoretical Framework andMethodology
The theoretical framework of the analysis of Palahniuk’s novel Haunted cov-
ers the elements of two modes of literary study: New Criticism and New
Historicism. Thus, the present analysis focuses both on text-internal and
text-external features, in the former case performing a close reading of the
text under analysis and, in the latter case, placing the text within the dis-
course and the context. Our aim is to identify the ways that Haunted reflects
certain elements of intertextuality: of the Gothic tradition and of morals and
ethics, which in turn are connected to the representation of the seven deadly
sins. These aspects are undertaken in order to highlight the satirical elements
of the contemporary consumer society reflected in Palahniuk’s novel.
A prominent aspect of New Criticism is the view that ”the proper concern
of literary criticism is not with the external circumstances or effects historical
position of a work, but with a detailed consideration of the work itself as an
independent entity” [1]. The origins of New Criticism are various. As pointed
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out by Mark Jancovich in The Cultural Politics of the New Criticism, New
Criticism critics shared common reactions against previous forms of criticism
but New Criticism was never a consistent entity [18, p. 3]. Still, one can find
the beginning of the movement with the work of modern poets and critics
after World War I. New Criticism assumes that the mechanism of literature
is verbal and a close attention is demanded of the collective interaction of
words, phrases and metaphors [7, p. 5] By paying a careful attention to
language, the focus of New Criticism was on paying critical attention to
literature itself [31, p. 1]. The text is assumed to be ”[...] a unique source of
meaning and value sharply distinguished from other texts and other uses of
languages” [31, p. 1]. By doing so, the focus is on the relation of two elements
in literary texts: the structure, argument or logical foundation of the text
and the details that are interesting regardless of what they contribute to
the development of the central argument [7, p. 5]. New Criticism reading
strategies usually included a ’close reading’ of the language of a text, to
show formal and thematic features, which are seen as ”[...] fundamental to
understanding the meaning of the work as a whole but that are expressed
in terms that foreground the formal unity or balance of the work” [31, p.
5]. Applying such reading strategies permits us to grasp the meaning of the
novel Haunted as an encapsulated entity. The focus is placed on the analysis
of the novel’s structure and its message but also in the elements and details
that can be considered as independent from them. We are therefore able to
analyse the traits that characterize the characters in the novel and see how
such portrayals are connected to the representation of the seven deadly sins.
Opponents of New Criticism usually accused it of ignoring history, ide-
ology, politics, philosophy and other factor that help shaping the literary
experience [31, p. 1]. While we undoubtedly acknowledge the importance of
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the analytical focus on the actual text - on the meanings and interactions
of words, images and symbols - we also consider that the text-context rela-
tionship is of an essential role in text analysis; therefore, we have chosen to
include aspects of New Historicism in our study. In contrast to New Crit-
icism that deals ”with a text in isolation from its historical context” [1, p.
244].
New Historicism allows us to dismantle the text in order to find out how
it is situated within the social practices and discourses that make up the
”culture of a particular time and place, and with which the literary text in-
teracts as both a product and a producer of cultural energies and codes” [1, p.
41]. The main purpose of this form of criticism is to examine how literature
reflects, represents and presents history [39, p. 417]. New Historicism devel-
oped in the 1970’s-1980’s marking a ’return to history’ in literary criticism
by reading literary texts as material products of specific historical conditions
instead of assuming that texts had an universal significance and essential
ahistorical truth as many previous critical approaches had done before [39,
p. 417]. At the most basic level, this critical practice can be seen as reading
literature in relation to history, society and politics. New Historicism critics
refused to see history as a set of facts outside the written texts. History is
not seen as ”[...] a coherent body of objective knowledge which can simply
be applied to a literary text in order to discover what the text does or does
not reflect” [39, p. 418]. In fact, history is not seen simply as background
context but rather as the subject form in which literary texts are embedded
[6, p. 59]. Literary texts thus become part of the general social and political
discourses of a specific period and are seen as inseparable from other forms
of representation and culture.
In New Historicism and Cultural Materialism, John Brannigan describes
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texts as ”representations of the beliefs, values, forms of power circulating in
a society at a given time in specific circumstances” [6, p. 6] and as ”both
products and functional components of social and political formations” [6,
p. 3]. By treating written texts as a space where power relations are made
visible, new historicists focused on the position of texts within discursive
formations, guided by the assumption that each period of time has its own
specific and persuasive mode of power. By doing so, they identified how
texts have specific functions within a network of power relations in society,
as well as how texts can be seen as vehicles of power [39, p. 424], while
demonstrating the effects that literature ”[...] both contains and promotes
power and subversion”, as well as stressing its exerted effects on the history
of a particular society [6, p. 6]. At the centre of this model of critical
interpretation, the concept and nature of power are fundamental.
In The History of Sexuality, Michel Foucault claims that:
Power is everywhere; not because it embraces everything, but
because it comes from everywhere [...] Power is not an institu-
tion, and not a structure; neither is it a certain strength we are
endowed with; it is the name that one attributes to a complex
strategical situation in a particular situation [13, p. 93].
Following Michel Foucault’s ideas, power is seen as omnipresent since it is
produced from one moment to the next while centralizing everything under a
unity. By seeing power in such a way, new historicists managed to formulate
the ways and means by which literature is complicit in operations of power
and thus read in literary texts ”[...] for their comprehension of cultural
manifestations and mediations of power and political control” [39, p. 426].
Such an interest in society’s way of constructing a narrative demonstrates
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another influence in New Historicism critics’ work, that of Marxism. Marxist
critics fractured old formalist ideas of history as singular and universal by
showing how history could be seen as a succession of stories sympathetic to
the ruling class. Marxist historians then came to view their critical practice
as an emancipatory, liberating story of the oppressed by telling their stories,
thus helping them not to be lost in history. New Historicism critics followed
this conception of history and of the power of literary texts but with a focus
in marking ”the effectiveness of the apparatus of oppression rather than
confronting it, for which they have been accused of quietism” [39, p. 420].
Using the new historicists’ strategies of reading allows us to build polit-
ical and historical stories out of the relationship between literature and its
different forms of representation. In Haunted, using such strategies permits
us to locate the novel within the context of a contemporary consumer soci-
ety, while being able to identify the relations of power at work within it by
exposing the criticism of mass media industry in the US that is expressed
through elements of satire. Furthermore, taking such approach allows us to
explore the literary histories which have played role in shaping the aesthetics
of the novel, specifically those found within the Gothic tradition, which in
turn are connected to representations of the seven deadly sins.
We realize that our reading of the particular text is subjective and has
been shaped by the specific time and place where the analysis has been
carried out. Thus, our critical writing is constructed and positioned as a
”culture-specific and time-bound representation” [1, p. 247] and is one of the
numerous possible interpretations of the particular text. In fact, subjectivity
is ”[...] shaped by power relations as much as it has any effect on their
outcome” [39, p. 424]. In the same way, history is not an objective process,
especially because the past is mediated through accounts of historical events
9
and its selectivity is inevitably influenced.
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Chapter 1
Approaching Haunted
1.1 Gothic Tradition
This chapter seeks to explore how Palahniuk’s novel Haunted contains ele-
ments found within the Gothic tradition and genre, while at the same time
breaking away from them. In order to do so, the main motives, images, and
narrative structures of the Gothic, such as the role of the past, the impor-
tance of the setting, the exploration of social anxieties and the darker side of
human life, will be explored. Moreover, we will look upon moments of his-
torical references and cases of literary allusion in order to further elaborate
on the connection between the Gothic tradition and the novel.
It is important to note that a text may belong to the Gothic and simulta-
neously various other genres, since Gothic has ”[...] interacted with literary
movements, social pressures and historical conditions to become a more di-
verse, loosely defined set of narrative conventions and literary tropes” [33,
p. 28]. In her work Contemporary Gothic, Catherine Spooner discusses how
a reader within the contemporary novel can find Gothic discourses that can
be viewed as ascribed to an earlier Gothic tradition, albeit communicating
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an entirely different range of cultural agendas than those found in the 18th
century.
The word ”Gothic” has different significations in different contexts. It
was first used to refer to a Germanic nomadic tribe, the Goths, who from the
sixth and fifth centuries AD settled in most of Europe. They were usually
represented as barbarians and primitive people as opposed to the Roman civ-
ilization. The word re-emerged in the early 18th century to refer to a revival
of medieval aesthetics in architecture in Britain. It denoted the style that
ignored the clean lines of Classical styles by embellishing its constructions
with gargoyles, elaborated details and grotesque angles [32, p. 2]. It is within
these versions of the past that a context for the emergence of Gothic as a
literary mode is developed. In its beginning, the Gothic was often considered
as sharing anti-Enlightenment ideas because of its focus on feelings in oppo-
sition to rationalism [32, p. 3]. The Gothic novel appeared as a mix between
a wide range of literary sources; it was a collage of pieces of the past, not
necessarily having an essence but rather properties [20, p. 4]. The Castle
of Otranto (1764) by Horace Walpole is widely considered the first Gothic
novel. It was first published as the translation of an Italian manuscript of a
medieval romance. However, in the second edition Walpole confessed his au-
thorship of the work [8, p. 26]. In Gothic Literature, Andrew Smith outlines
the central ambition of the Gothic novel as ”[...] to make them [the char-
acters] think, speak and act, as it might be supposed mere men and women
would do so in extraordinary position” [32, p. 19]. Within the Gothic novel
the reader can thus find an intention not only to offer an accurate portrait of
reality, but one that involves actions that may be taken in situations where
boundaries, as seen in Haunted, are being tested. Within the novel there are
a series of anti-Enlightenment themes, such as irrationality, concerning the
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relationship between the medieval and the modern that can ”[...] be decoded
to reveal some historically specific political, social, and economic anxieties”
[32, p. 18]. Furthermore, elements such as architecture or setting and fan-
tastical elements of the novel, for instance, forms of monstrosity and images
of transgression and excess characterize Gothic literature. Later narratives,
such as Haunted will use some of these elements sometimes in different ways
and illustrate critically the self-reflective nature of the literary tradition.
In the introduction to The Oxford Book of Gothic Tales, Chris Baldick
describes a Gothic text as comprising ”a fearful sense of inheritance in time
with a claustrophobic sense of enclosure in space, these two dimensions re-
inforcing one another to produce an impression of sickening descent into
disintegration” [33, p. 20]. Gothic as a genre has always been concerned
with the past, which is seen as a site of terror preventing progress towards
personal or social enlightenment. This concern can be expressed by histor-
ical settings or narrative interruptions of the past into the present [33, p.
9]. In Haunted, all of the characters join the writers retreat for the reason
of escaping from their past, a past that they reflect upon while recounting
their past experiences through their stories. For example, in ”Slumming, A
Story by Lady Baglady” it is revealed that she has joined the writers’ retreat
in order to escape from the people that she saw committing the murder of
someone she knew: ”Somewhere, every night, that black town car is looking
for Mrs. Keyes, the only witness to a crime” [24, p. 88]. Moreover, the
past is linked to supernatural elements. Sighs of the portrait of Ricardo in
The Castle of Otranto hint at the guilty conscience of those who have ap-
propriated the legitimacy of the bloodline and thus power in the principality.
Just as in Haunted, characters are haunted by different ghosts; however, in
Palahniuk’s novel the ghosts represent family or personal secrets of each in-
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dividual character, haunting the respective inmates of the writers’ retreat:
”To Agent Tattletale, the ghost is a murdered private detective. To the Earl
of Slander, the ghost is a has-been child actor” [24, p. 219]. Ghosts exist to
remind the characters of their lives prior to the retreat, as well as to appear
as a necessary evil to which blame is given: ”Around here, every power surge,
every cold draft or strange noise, we blame it on our ghost” [24, p. 219].
Furthermore, the novel is constructed around a play on the concept of
time between the main action and the moments in which the stories, told by
the characters, are set. Moreover, the structure of the novel - that of a writers
retreat - in which they tell each other stories is inspired by a historical setting.
More precisely, it represents the events that took place in Villa Diodati in
1816, when Lord Byron, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Shelley and John Polidori met
and told each other various stories for three days. The events of this stay
inspired the birth of two major Gothic works: Frankenstein by Mary Shelley
and The Vampyre by John Polidori. This particular historical moment is
in itself discussed within the novel in the fourth and fifth chapter by Mrs.
Clark:
It was a summer house party in 1816, where a group of young people
spent three days trapped in a house because of rain [...] They read ghost
stories to each other, but the books they had were terrible. After that, they
all agreed to write a story, Any sort of scary story [24, p. 68].
The narrator admits, ”Here, we were the modern equivalent of the people
at Villa Diodati” [24, p. 82], and they accomplish their similarity to their
19th century counterparts by putting on clothes that they find in the dressing
rooms of the abandoned theater that they are trapped in: ”We’re all keeping
warm in frilly Lord Byron poet blouses. Or Mary Shelley long skirts filled
with petticoats” [24, p. 148]. However, the characters in Haunted realize that
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they are facing the impossible task to create a masterpiece similar to that
of the scale of Frankenstein or The Vampyre. Instead, they come up with
an alternative idea that will ”echo for the rest of the time. Echo into books,
movies, plays, songs, television, T-shirts, money” [24, p. 148]. They invent
their own modern equivalent of a monster by depicting Mr. Whittier as a
sadistic, ruthless and bloodthirsty brute that eliminates them one by one.
Moreover, while the story is being told, the characters find themselves in a
Gothic-inspired room: ”Listening, we’re sitting around the electric fireplace
in the second-balcony smoking room. The Gothic smoking room” [24, p. 89].
This room will later be referred to by Comrade Snarky as the ”Frankenstein
Room” [24, p. 198]. In fact, this type of referencing explores the connection
of the genre with the past, as well as the degree of self consciousness that it
has about its own nature [33, p. 12].
It is usual for characters in Gothic fiction to find themselves in a strange
place, somewhere different and mysterious. Themes of haunting and impris-
onment are found in the Gothic genre novels, in works such as ”The Masque
of the Red Death” (1842) by Edgar Allan Poe. In this story a group of
healthy nobles hides in an abbey in order to avoid a deadly plague. In the
abbey, a masquerade ball is hosted within seven rooms, each decorated with
a different colour. In Haunted there are allusions to Poe’s story, to which
Palahniuk refers twice: in the epigraph and the end of the novel, thus creat-
ing resemblance between the two characters, Mr. Whittier in Haunted and
the Red Death in Poe’s short story. The sentence ”And the Red Death held
illimitable dominion over all...” [24, p. 382] can be interpreted as symbol-
ising the control that Mr. Whittier exerts upon the rest of the characters,
observing them and watching how they pass away one by one. He is blind to
the concerns and pain of the others: ”All Mr. Whittier did was watch” [24,
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p. 382]. Moreover, a similar setting to that of the story is found in Haunted.
In Poe’s short story, the masquerade is held in seven rooms, each disposed
in a particular manner:
The second chamber was purple in its ornaments and tapestries,
and here the panes were purple. The third was green throughout,
and so were the casements. The fourth was furnished and lighted
with orange-the fifth with white- the sixth with violet. The sev-
enth apartment was closely shrouded in black velvet tapestries
that hung all over the ceiling and down the walls. [26, p. 4]
In Haunted, the characters find themselves trapped in a theater with seven
rooms each decorated in different colours and styles of architecture:
The blue velvet ranch Louis XV lobby. The black mohair Egyp-
tian auditorium. The green satin Italian Renaissance lounge. The
yellow leather Gothic smoking room. The purple Arabian Nights
gallery. The orange Mayan foyer. the red imperial-Chinese prom-
enade. Each room a different color, but all with the same gold
accents. [24, p. 197]
In both literary works a very similar setting is found: an enclosed space
made up of seven rooms each with their own colour. The enclosed space
takes different meanings and functions; it represents how the characters are
physically trapped, or it has a more abstract meaning, such as the psychol-
ogy of one person’s mind. In other words, the function of the abandoned
theatre in Haunted is similar to that of the image of a castle in the Gothic
tradition; namely, it manifests the element of constraint that the charac-
ters experience. They are victims trapped within certain physical and social
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restraints. Furthermore, the image of the abandoned building can be inter-
preted as symbolizing the individual psychology of the characters’ minds,
which seem to make each individual person to be preoccupied with them-
selves. In Haunted, the characters are trapped in a space that is absolutely
closed down: ”windows bricked over” and ”a cement wall wired with bulbs to
fake daylight” [24, p. 44] and only Mr. Whittier has the key to let them out.
Not only are they trapped physically but also emotionally. This is reflected
by the narrator who says: ”each of us seeing our own private at-home real-
ity in these same big rooms” [24, p. 63]. Catherine Spooner discusses how
”contemporary Gothic is fascinated by spaces of absence: spaces where, even
within apparently easy reach of civilization, one could disappear without a
trace” [33, p. 50]. Haunted is set within an enclosed space, the characters are
confined to one location, an abandoned theater owned by Mr. Whittier, for
the next three months having ”no contact with the outside world. No televi-
sion or radio or telephone or internet. Just you and what you bring in your
one suitcase” [24, p. 91]. This space is a space of absence as expressed by
the narrator: ”the bus door opens on a slot of pure nothing” [24, p. 27], the
characters employ it in order to dodge society: ”a theater is but to exclude
the outside reality and allow actors to build their own. The walls are double
layers of concrete with sawdust packed between them. So no police siren or
subway rumble wreck the spell of someone’s fake death onstage” [24, p. 134].
Moreover, this quality permits the characters to slowly start disintegrating
and creating a fantasy that is supposed to come to life once they reappear
in the world by leaving this space.
The Gothic novel reflects ”[...] social anxieties in a straightforward man-
ner - as a genre deliberately intended to provoke horror and unease” [33, p.
8]. One can think of the Gothic novel as a transgressive rebellion against the
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norms, where the boundaries are constantly being pushed. In fact, Andrew
Smith in Gothic Literature discusses how the Gothic is an ”interrogative
rather than intellectually or culturally passive form” [32, p. 88]. Haunted
takes part in this tradition as we are presented with characters whose actions
are constantly pushing over the limits of normality. Gothic can be seen ”[...]
not as an escape from the real but a deconstruction and dismemberment of
it” [32, p. 88]. The novel addresses various taboos of contemporary society
many times in a satirical manner. This point is expressed within the novel
at different levels. First, it is reflected in the nature of the writers retreat
itself: ”Just disappear. Leave behind everything that keeps you from creat-
ing your masterpiece. Your job and family and home, all those obligations
and distractions - put them on hold for three months” [24, p. 92]. In the
over populated and overexposed Western world, disappearance is one of the
most disturbing occurrences [33, p. 50]. Secondly, the characters go through
a gradual decrease of moral values, which is expressed through their actions
and the physical degradation of their bodies. As the novel moves forward,
the characters start to destroy their food: ”Out of her fear of getting fat,
Miss America found every box stenciled ’Desserts’ and used Chef Assassin’s
carving knife to poke holes in every bag. Just to speed up our suffering. Fast-
track us to enlightenment” [24, p. 113]. Next, they destroy the space they
are inhabiting: ”The same Duke of Vandals who went to the basement last
night and sawed a bread knife through all the wires feeding into the furnace
blower” [24, p. 136] and then their bodies: ”Director Denial has twisted a
nylon stocking around the wrist of her left hand. With her right hand, she
twists the stoking higher as the fingers of her left hand turn white [...] Until
those white feeling-nothing fingers wilt and hang, limp from her wrist” [24,
p. 152].
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In The Rise of the Gothic Novel, Maggie Kilgour states that the Gothic
is ”a nightmare vision of a modern world made up of detached individuals,
which has dissolved into predatory and demonic relations which cannot be
reconciled into a healthy social order” [20, p. 12]. In fact, the Gothic is always
preoccupied with the darker side of human life. Themes such as death, crime,
insanity, and the supernatural are at its centre. This characteristic will be
explored more in depth later by linking the characters and their actions
to the seven deadly sins, while also reflecting on the themes of ethics and
morality. Moreover, in his novel Palahniuk extensively highlights the traces
of consumerism, hence revealing some social, political and economic anxieties
of the contemporary society: a critique which is mainly being done through
satire.
1.2 Elements of Satire in Haunted
Many of Chuck Palahniuk’s literary works display a certain employment of
satire. One aspect of this paper is to discuss and evaluate the use of satire of
the consumer society in Palahniuk’s novel Haunted, since this aspect tends
to be manifested quite significantly in his works, which ”use bizarre plot
lines bounded by satiric edges and saturated with consumerism” [21, p. 7].
Similarly to the previous chapter on Gothic elements in contemporary lit-
erature that emphasized the physical confinement, for instance, characters
being trapped in a constricted space, which symbolizes social and personal
restraints; the present chapter on contemporary satire takes a critical look
at the depiction of consumer society, which ensnares individuals’ minds and
to which seemingly no real alternative is possible.
Historically, satire as an acknowledged genre of literature is believed to
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have originated in ancient Rome, even though many ancient Greek works
contain elements of satire as well, and the earliest satirist whose works have
survived to our days is Horace [14, p. 3]. With roots tracing back to ancient
Roman literary works, satire can be viewed as a challenging and rebellious
form of literature that ”mocks aspects of contemporary morality and social
life” [19, p. 31]. The subject matter of Roman satire mainly covered ”the
corrupting influence of wealth, the dangers of ambition, and the impact of
parents’ behavior on children” [19, p. 32]. The form of satire, as employed by
the Roman authors, depended on certain conventions and technical criteria,
such as ”performance context, metrical form, style and subject matter” [19,
p. 32]. However, satire has evolved across times and ”the rigidities of the
ancient generic system dramatically collapsed in the early modern period,
especially with the Rise of the Novel as We Know It” [11, p. 400]. As
Valentine Cunningham points out, the genre of novel, especially the post-
modern novel that celebrates the transgression of any boundaries) has served
as a powerful engine to undo the fixities of certain practices in the literary
tradition and, when it comes to the employment of satire in literary texts, it
has enabled to ”mix and match the generic possibilities” [11, p. 400]. This
aspect can be observed in Palahniuk’s Haunted, where the author uses a
mixed prose-verse form to build the narrative structure, as well as employing
elements of allegory, parody and to a certain extent using comedic and even
dystopian features.
It is of some difficulty to illustrate the satirical mode as a whole, since the
use of satire can be immensely versatile. Satire, according to Abrams and
Harpham, can be described as ”the literary art of diminishing or derogating a
subject by making it ridiculous and evoking toward it attitudes of amusement,
contempt, scorn, or indignation” [1, p. 353]. This concise definition can both
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accommodate the understanding of traditional as well as contemporary forms
of satire. However, even though the scholars might agree on the definition
of the term, there is no consent whether the potential of satire can lead to
change, reform, or rebellion [21, p. 2]. In the context of Haunted, it is worth
looking into whether the aspects of satire, directly or implicitly criticizing
the consumer society, might invoke an actual reaction from the readership
that could lead to a change in the reader’s vision. Fredric Bogel in his
work The Difference Satire Makes suggests that once the satirized fictional
character ”will attempt to reform himself and win the social approval he
cannot win when he is known in his actual evil or folly”, the reader ”[...], now
seeing vice or folly clearly, will [also] learn to avoid their agents or to resist
the temptation to become one of those agents” [5, p. 3]. In other words,
this statement suggests that the exposure of society’s follies, excesses, or
shortcomings in literature might lead to a reform within the actual lives of the
particular readership. This claim differs considerably from the vision of satire
as Valentine Cunningham views it (and which we also relate to Haunted).
In his Twentieth-century Fictional Satire, Cunningham writes, ”Satire does
not do happy endings” [11, p. 419] and that satire does not ”believe” in
utopianism: ”Modern satire is uniformly dystopian” [11, p. 423]. Similarly,
Haunted depicts an environment where godless children try to infuse meaning
and make sense of their lives through the ”conflation of self and product”
[21, p. 4], thus exposing the difficulties with modern consumer systems, but
without suggesting a possibility of change or rebellion against these systems.
Ruben Quintero in the introduction to Companion to Satire: Ancient and
Modern suggests that the function of the satirist is that of a watchdog: to
alarm the reader but not necessarily offer a solution to the problem: ”no one
expects a watchdog to do the double duty of alarming others that the barn is
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on fire and of putting out the blaze” [28, p. 4]. As suggested above, Haunted
seems to operate in the same way it exposes the current mass media industry
in the US, shatters the deceptive illusion of fame as well as of the reality of
celebrities, and shakes the possible indifference of the readership to these
issues without offering a direct and obvious solution. Instances from the
novel that highlight the criticism of consumerism are numerous, for example,
the medium of television is charged for taking ”a three-dimensional thing -
you - and turn[ing] it into a two-dimensional thing” [24, p. 51]. The floor
producers on television shows remove the humane qualities from the guests
by calling them in the name of the product they are advertising. For instance,
Miss America is called ”Fitness Wheel”, since that is the description of her
slot in the talk-show schedule. She is a consumer good among many others,
such as ”Investment Videos” or ”Stain Remover” [24, p. 49]. What television
producers advise their guests is to be ”presentable, well-groomed broadcast
content”, ”camera-friendly” and ”happy, high-energy content” [24, p. 53],
and, most significantly, ”to be their product” [24, p. 49], thus stripping
the guests away from three-dimensional features and transforming them into
durable consumer goods:”That’s the American Dream: to make your life into
something you can sell” [24, p. 52].
Similarly, the story of the Duke of Vandals shows the corruptness of the
art industry. It is best portrayed in the scene where three prominent people
from the art industry visit the Duke of Vandals in his apartment. They offer
to be his patrons and make him famous in return for a certain favour - to
murder well-known artists, in order to increase the sale of their works (they
sell better post-mortem). The art collector, critic and gallery owner buzz
around the Duke of Vandals like flies around the bowl of fruit on his table,
trying to coax him into criminal actions in order to save his limp career: ”In
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his studio, the black flies still circled the same heap of soft apples and limp
bananas” [24, p. 131]. Just like Miss America, the Duke of Vandals can be
turned into ”a good investment” [24, p. 131].
Another satirical element of consumerism is represented in the objects
of the Earl of Slander’s tape recorder and Agent Tattletale’s camera - who
use the same tape over and over again, hoping that the horror they record
during the writers’ retreat will be worse than the last. The tape replaces the
old images with new, more dreadful ones and thus perpetuates the cycle of
consumption, emphasizing that nothing is of a lasting value and that there
are always new, more scandalous images or utterances, erasing the old ones:
”replacing yesterday’s tragic scene with today’s [24, p. 106]. Moreover, the
figure of Mother Nature serves as an evidence that the traces of consumer
culture are so pervasive and inevitable that they are deeply embedded in
the counter-cultures as well. Mother Nature’s preoccupation with different
elements of New Age lifestyle and spirituality might suggest a certain act of
rebellion against the dominant consumer identity. However, further into the
storyline, it is revealed that for her, the underlying consumer drive remains
the same as for the other characters, which is first highlighted when she severs
all her fingers, except her index fingers that she leaves intact ”for dialing
telephones after she’s famous and punching buttons on a cash machine” [24,
p. 172]. Mother Nature proves to be one of the many cogs in the machine
that perpetuates mindless conformity. Thus, Palahniuk seems to suggest
that there is no genuine alternative to the contemporary mass culture.
Ruben Quintero also points out that ”satire cannot function without a
standard against which readers can compare its subjects” [28, p. 8]. The
reader needs a contrast against which he or she could compare the ”ridiculous,
monstrous, wicked, or absurd” [28, p. 8]; in other words, satire has a binary
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character. In Haunted such contrast is presented in the character of Miss
Sneezy who, unlike the majority of all other characters, has not committed
an intentional crime and uses the writers’ retreat as a shelter to flee from the
quarantine facility where she was confined by the government. Furthermore,
she is the only person among the other participants who is not interested
in potential fame and wealth in the post-retreat reality, and one of the few
that does not mutilate herself for these purposes. It is also suggested that
she yearns for affection and intimate closeness with another human being,
which is the reason why she responds to Saint Gut-Free’s proposal to enact a
romantic storyline in the middle of the retreat’s mayhem: ”Every epic needs a
romantic subplot, he [Saint Gut-Free] says. To cover all the marketing bases,
we need two young people deep and desperately in love - but kept apart by
a cruel villain” [24, p. 148]. The difference in their motives is that for Saint
Gut-Free it is an entirely calculated move to enact the romantic storyline:
”The way Saint Gut-Free sees it, being fake married to him has got to beat
hacking off fingers. Any woman here should jump at the chance” [24, p.
149]. However, for Miss Sneezy, it is an attempt to establish an affectionate
relationship that she has never experienced before. Her motive is entirely
genuine and based on her inner longings. Consequently, Miss Sneezy can be
said to incorporate a certain aspect of innocence that singles her out from
the rest of the group. Thus, in the last pages of the novel, ”resurrected”
Mr. Whittier offers her a chance to walk away with him from the bedlam of
the writers’ retreat and a chance to be loved, which she accepts: ”It would
make a good-enough happy ending, Saint Gut-Free says. Those two young
lovers walking out into the light of a bright new day. They could find help
and save the group” [24, p. 401]. Nevertheless, being found and rescued is
something the rest of the group wants to delay as much as possible to keep
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alive the prospect of people watching their story later on television, reading
their books, and going to their some-day movie. In other words, they are
petrified of losing their potential ”consumer base” [24, p. 403] in the case
of leaving their confinement too early. For this reason, Saint Gut-Free and
Mother Nature stab Miss Sneezy to death on her way out of the building and
lock themselves back into the abandoned theater to prolong their suffering:
”Poor Miss Sneezy [...] reduced to being a prop in our story. A person made
into an object. As if you cut open a rag doll with a silly name, and found
inside: Real intestines, real lungs, a beating heart, blood. A lot of hot sticky
blood” [24, p. 403]. Miss Sneezy is doomed to die, since she represents an
alternative mode of functioning, and modern consumerist society does not
allow a cog that works outside the machine. She is an outsider that has
spent some years in isolation, which indicates that she sees the superficiality
of mass culture easier than the others. However, the death of Miss Sneezy
shows that the contemporary materialist culture does not tolerate anyone
that does not want to participate in its established system.
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Chapter 2
The Seven Deadly Sins
2.1 The Origin of Sin in Christianity
The concept of sin stems from the theological roots in the Christian religion.
In general, sins are understood as that which permits evil into God’s creation.
A sin contrasts the cardinal virtues of fortitude, temperance, prudence, and
justice as well as the three theological virtues of hope, faith, and charity [4, p.
125]. Within the Christian tradition it is understood as intrinsically linked
to the fall of man, when Adam and Eve were exiled from the garden of Eden.
Because Adam took the apple offered by Eve he chose to disobey God and
in so doing, sin received its origin.
3 But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden,
God hath said, Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it,
lest ye die. 4 And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not
surely die: 5 For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof,
then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing
good and evil. 6 And when the woman saw that the tree was
good for food, and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree
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to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and
did eat, and gave also unto her husband with her; and he did eat.
7 And the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that
they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together, and made
themselves aprons. [40, Genesis 3:3-7]
Sinning, therefore, is to go against the will of God. As it was put above:
to permit evil into God’s creation, as Adam allowed the evil of the serpent
into the garden of Eden. Now, an important note to make at this point is
how this relates to mortality. To life and death. We see from the quotation
that Adam and Eve were stricken with shame, after having eaten the fruit
”to make one wise”, letting them see their nudity as problematic. Something
they weren’t considering previous to the sin. ”25 And they were both naked,
the man and his wife, and were not ashamed” [40, Genesis 2:25]. From this
we start realising that sexuality is at play here. Something relating very
directly to the state of mortality. Each generation is not made by God, but
rather is born by the parenting generation, through the penetrative sexual
act, conception, and childbirth. These three phases were not experienced
by neither Adam nor Eve within the garden of Eden. Adam was shaped
from the earth and Eve was shaped from one of Adam’s ribs. In this sense,
humanity could be said to have been born into immortality, but because of
their disobedience, they were banished from this state and left with mortality.
The conclusion is that the biblical basis for mortality can, in many ways, be
seen as intrinsically linked to sin. To live as a mortal, is to be conceived in
sin, to be born in sin, and to engage with sin throughout life. ”5 Behold, I
was shapen in iniquity; and in sin did my mother conceive me” [40, Psalms
51:5]. It is the reason why we have to confront death. ”17 But of the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day that
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thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die” [40, Genesis 2:17]. On the day of
the disobedience, death becomes a certainty for Adam; and what is true for
Adam, is true for humanity.
To redeem his children God sends his own son to free us from our ancestral
sin. By the sacrifice endured by Jesus Christ on the cross we are lifted from
the burden of the original sin.
6 For when we were yet without strength, in due time Christ died
for the ungodly. [...] 11 And not only so, but we also joy in God
through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we have now received
the atonement. 12 Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the
world, and death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for
that all have sinned: [...] 19 For as by one man’s disobedience
many were made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall many
be made righteous. [40, Romans 5:6-19]
These quotations from the Bible represent the framework for understanding
sin as hereditary from Adam until the crucifixion of Jesus. Consequently,
the biblical claim becomes that the crucifixion was necessary to fully redeem
man of the original sin perpetrated by Adam. ”16 For God so loved the
world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting life” [40, John 3:15]. ”22 For as in
Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive” [40, 1 Corinthians
15:22].
2.2 The Seven Deadly Sins
Having seen how the concept of sin originated in Christianity, we will now
have a look at how the notion of the Seven Deadly Sins was conceived. The
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first Christian theologians were distinct from the apostles of Jesus, who in
the Bible were following Jesus when he was alive. Names such as Paul,
Ireneaus, and Evagrius Ponticus will come up as we move forward through a
brief examination of the seven deadly sins made their way into the doctrines
of Christianity.
When Paul wrote: ”12 Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the
world, and death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that all have
sinned.” [40, Romans 5:12], he built a framework from which and within
which Christian theology operates. What we see here is the essence of his
letter to the Romans, describing how the original sin caused the need for a
saviour. Because Adam sinned, God would eventually send a saviour, as the
Jews predicted in their prophecies for a Messiah. Similarly we know that
the second century monk Ireneaus collected and documented many of the
initial teachings within Christianity. But it was not until Evagrius Ponticus
in the fourth century that we learn of a Greek tradition that would eventually
inspire the deadly sins as we know them today [12, p. 79]. According to the
philosopher and theologian John Deely, Ponticus introduces a list of eight
vices permitted by the mind but which the body must resist.
There are eight general and basic categories of thoughts in which
are included every thought. First is that of gluttony, then impu-
rity, avarice, sadness, anger, sloth, vainglory, and last of all, pride.
It is not in our power to decide whether we are disturbed by these
thoughts, but it is up to us to decide if they are to linger within
us or not and whether or not they are to stir up our passions.
[12, p. 79]
Now, as we know from the mnemonic SALIGIA the above list does not
correspond with the deadly sins we know of. SALIGIA is a collection of
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the first letters of the Latin names for the deadly sins, these being; Superbia,
Avaritia, Luxuria, Invidia, Gula, Ira, Acedia. First of all the list contains
eight vices or sins. This is because, as stated above, the list was originally
from a Greek tradition, and had little to do with Christianity. For various
reasons the list was revised a few times until it ended up with what we
recognise today; pride, greed, lust, envy, gluttony, wrath, and sloth. In
chapter 4 we will feature a comprehensive look at each of the sins. For now
we simply wish to mark their origin in theology.
2.3 Tradition in Literature
The Seven Deadly Sins are central to moral philosophy and human behaviour.
In the past centuries, they have been examined through different texts: art,
music and literature, the most recognizable being The Divine Comedy by
the Italian poet Dante Alighieri. Literature and movies today often draw
upon The Divine Comedy when they look to depict some representation of
the deadly sins. This work partook in the contemporary popularisation of
the concept within the catholic tradition, which comprised a cornerstone
of civilised society in the medieval period. An important note is that the
word ’catholic’ has several meanings in this context. In our modern time the
word has to do with the duality existing between the protestants and the
Catholics. Both are Christian traditions divided primarily because Catholics
are Christians ”who see the papacy as the central institution of hierarchized
religious belief and practice” [12, p. 70], and protestants are Christians who
do not recognise the papal hierarchy as part of their religious tradition.
Dante’s work details the author’s fictional journey through hell, purga-
tory, and paradise. Along the way, Dante makes remarks as he witnesses
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the condemned being tormented for their sins upon the earth. The reader
will find particularly gruesome punishments dealt to individuals who have
committed the deadly sins before they died.
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Chapter 3
Ethics and Morality
To understand how the story unfolding in Haunted represents the seven
deadly sins is to undertake a discussion about the Christian ethics and moral-
ity. While Palahniuk is much too dark in his tone in most of his works to
outright praise Christian values, he does do his research in order to properly
satirise and make points. The characters in Haunted each have their way of
expressing the sins we had a look at in the previous chapter.
In the endeavour to grasp how exactly Palahniuk deals with a religious
concept such as sin, we will look to two philosophers Kierkegaard and Niet-
zsche. They will play an important role in expanding the meaning of mor-
tality to allow for a transitional understanding of a solely religious concept,
like sin, into its deadly representation in self-destructive behaviour.
3.1 Kierkegaard on Morality
In various interviews, Palahniuk has confirmed his extensive reading of ni-
hilist writings and the significance of Søren Kierkegaard’s existential thoughts
on the matter, to his own works [29, p. 100]. The Danish nineteenth-century
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writer and philosopher dedicated much of his writings to Christian ethics and
one’s personal relationship to God, thus the individual way of dealing with
commitment and feelings. His philosophy, together with Nietzsche’s, highly
influenced the so called father of existentialism, Martin Heidegger, and lies
at the root of the development of a philosophy of existentialism in the 20th
century [10]. In the following, Kierkegaard’s view on morality and the conse-
quential loss of individuality shall serve as a theoretical background in order
to investigate the seven sins and the theme of human need for acknowledge-
ment in the novel Haunted.
For Kierkegaard, morality is not a creation of God. Rather, he sees divine
commands from God on a higher level than ethics and claims that in case
of an order from above, the individual should leap at faith and abolish all
rational and moral obligation [17, p. 465]. However, in his first publication
Either/Or, Kierkegaard is adamant about an individual ethical responsibility
that should be followed in order to live a happier life. He also realises that
such an aspiration for an ethical existence contradicts itself with the human
need for enjoyment, stating that every ethical individual has these capacities,
these passions, these inclinations, these habits” [15, p. 262]. One could call
such ”bad habits” that work against one’s personal ethics these ”specific
acts of commission or omission” that are ”basic, perhaps universal human
tendencies” [30, p. 14] sins. Kierkegaard further elaborates on the purpose
of life in connection to distractions, or sins if you will, that can lead anyone
astray: Something suddenly comes along that grips you, an idea, a situation,
a young girl’s smile, and now you are ”involved,” [...] wherever there is
something going on you join in. You behave in life as you usually do in a
crowd. ”You work yourself into the tightest group, see to it, if possible, to get
yourself shoved up over the others so that you come to be above them, and
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as soon as you are up there you make yourself as comfortable as possible, and
in this way you let yourself be carried through life.” But when the crowd
is gone, when the event is over, you again stand on the street corner and
look at the world. [15, p. 196] Here, he criticises a meaningless life that is
dominated by instant gratification of distractions and desires but without a
clear intention and goal. It connotes that someone who lives without morality
and self-control is somewhat lost in a constant struggle for acknowledgement.
The characters in Haunted reflect those loose morals as they behave sinfully
according to Kierkegaard’s loss of personal ethics. Not to mention the fact
that most of them have committed a crime before they joined the writers
retreat, they are furthermore constantly trying to get themselves ”shoved
up over the others” [15, p. 196]. Without any concern of morality, every
single writer is manipulating the situation and the group for his or her own
good, in an attempt to be the one that suffered the most, the one with
the best story to tell. Kierkegaard calls this fight for individuality ”a war of
aggression against the differences that want to encumber him (the individual)
with worldly favouritism or a defensive war against the differences that want
to make him (the individual) anxious in worldly perdition” [16, p. 143]. In
a sense, Kierkegaard comments on the loss of morality as connected with
a loss of individuality. This is, of course, reasonable if looked upon from a
Christian perspective. Here, sins or the loss of morality describe ”what
it means to be human and humane and the responsibilities that we have to
fulfil if we want to be considered as such” [30, p. 4].
However, this also holds merit as seen from a non-religious perspective,
where contemporary society can be made responsible for a decay of what it
means to be an individual. Since it gets harder and harder to retain a good,
individual, character, in a mass public, which digresses in false fantasies,
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mutual dreams and abstractions. One such phenomenon of the mass public
Palahniuk stresses quite obviously is the theme of celebrity. The characters
of his book are doing everything in order to become famous ”it’s a plot
we’ve never dared dream [...] make our lives worth cash money [...] become
someone famous, a famous authority” [24, p. 106]of them are even willing
to engage in self-mutilation ”her fingers are just stubs and knuckles, only
her index fingers are left for dialling telephones after shes famous” [24, p.
172] for the sake of celebrity. As Graeme Turner describes this attention-
seeking society, he states that ”celebrity itself begins to mutate: from being
an elite and magical condition to being an almost reasonable expectation
from everyday life” [36, p. 84]. In a world where one has lost all moral
and therefore any individuality, what else remains than to make up for this
deprivation by desperately seeking praise through other ways?
3.2 Nietzsche on Christian Ethics
Earlier on we analysed the origin of sin, and we arrived at the following
conclusion: To live as a mortal, is to be conceived in sin, to be born in sin,
and to engage with sin throughout life. This perspective synergises well with
the attitude we see in Haunted. Palahniuk describes Haunted as a novel that
”deals with a thousand horrific ideas but mostly with our loss of spirituality
and how we’ll torture ourselves for any assurance of an afterlife” [29, p. 182].
So what we gather is that the novel deals with a longing for immortality.
The struggle with our loss of immortality since Adam took a bite of the
apple, means that we have it within us to long for our prime. But how to
go about this struggle in an apostatised world? When God is dead we lose
the concept of sin. Morality is no longer linked to recapturing immortality.
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There is no divine incentive to do good for the sake of redemption. Or
rather, there is no reason to avoid doing bad for the sake of redemption. But
even though it should follow from this that with God’s death the concept of
redemption should have faded away, Haunted is here to tell us that the want
for redemption has remained, and has perhaps intensified into an almost
desperate chase. It is at this point that we should discuss the vacuum that
atheism has left us with, so we can attempt an understanding of why people
would torture themselves to escape death.
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche retains his importance in this discussion be-
cause a sizeable portion of his work was dedicated to attacking the morality
superimposed onto humankind by religion, and specifically by Christianity.
The Christian ethics propose a normatively repressing morality to Nietzsche.
One we could do without, if we were to recapture the greatness that Chris-
tianity has stolen from us. The greatness the Greeks, and to a lesser extent
the Romans, exuded and embraced.
The dogma expressed within concepts such as sins, deadly or not, is one
that makes it easy to see how Nietzsche extracts his philosophy as one that
wants to reframe mortality. In the book On the Genealogy of Morals (1887)
he deals with the ideal set forth by the attempt to avoiding to sin. He calls
this the ascetic ideal, and details it as follows.
What do ascetic ideals mean? With artists, nothing, or too
many different things; with philosophers and scholars, something
like a nose and sense for the most favourable conditions of higher
intellectuality [Geistigkeit]; [...] with physiological causalities and
the disgruntled (with the majority of mortals), an attempt to
see themselves as ’too good’ for this world, a saintly form of
debauchery, their chief weapon in the battle against long-drawn-
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out pain and boredom [...] That the ascetic ideal has meant so
much to man reveals a basic fact of human will, its horror vacui;
it needs an aim , and it prefers to will nothingness rather than
not will. [23, p. 68]
Focusing initially on the middle part, where Nietzsche talks about the major-
ity of mortals, we see that the ascetic ideal, which is the Christian tradition
of saying no to whatever the church has called bad or sinful, exists to main-
tain a sense of transcendence. This Christian ideal settles as a pay-off in
exchange for denying the worldly pleasures that might be enjoyed through
the acts that are considered sinful. A Christian gets to feel ”too good for
this world”. Self-discipline often needs a pay-off in a fashion similar to this.
It is something humans endure in order to attain some reward. An invest-
ment of sorts. One we can easily see mirrored in the horrific acts endured by
the characters in Haunted, because they hope it will make for an interesting
story. These acts are sinful, and not virtuous, because they are endured for
a mundane or earthly reward, fame or riches.
They do, however, also contain an element of the hope for an afterlife.
In a reality where there is no God we seem to have contented ourselves with
the fact that an afterlife is an abstract concept. Not unachievable. But
not as concrete as it was in the Christian world view. It went from being
achievable through drudgery and the virtuous life, to being achievable only in
a poetic sense. The sense where fame can transcend life and, in some sense,
immortalise the memory of a person’s life or achievements. We can look to
the heroes and villains of old and see how their memory has far outlived
them. The undying nature of their memory inspires us to look for concrete
ways to reach for the same. To this end our current culture, as Haunted
seems to suggest, motivates us to seek victimhood. There are no heroes any
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more.
It is precisely for this reason we look at Nietzsche. He points to the fact
that we are attempting to cope with the vacuum left behind in the place
where God used to be, and he gives us a detailed philosophical analysis of
what this means for us.Including the other parts where the ideal is described
for both artists and philosophers is relevant because we can apply them to
a projection of Nietzsche’s evaluation on both Palahniuk, as the artist, and
Kierkegaard, as the philosopher.
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Chapter 4
Loss of Morality in Haunted
4.1 Pride
Pride has often been ”designated the first sin and even as the root of all
others” [22, p. 135]. It denotes exaggeration of one’s worth and power, as
well as feeling superior to the others [30, p. 29]. In Haunted, the character
that embodies this sin most strikingly is Brandon Whittier, the host of the
writers’ retreat. Mr. Whittier’s appearance suggests that he is an old man,
but, in actuality, he is a thirteen-year-old who suffers from progeria, a genetic
disorder that makes those born with it develop aspects of old age at a very
early stage in life.
The sin of pride makes its possessor separate himself not only from God
but also from the rest of the society, which is fittingly manifested in Mr.
Whittier’s behaviour that is Machiavellian in its nature. He is quite indiffer-
ent to the suffering of the other characters, and the group that has gathered
in the writer’s’ retreat is merely props that he uses for his own purposes. For
instance, his reaction upon learning about Lady Baglady’s death is yawning,
and he refuses to unlock the door for Miss America when she desperately
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tries to find a way out upon learning that she is carrying a child. These
aspects signal the ultimate alienation from his fellow humans, with whom
he shares the same space. For Brandon Whittier’s knowledge, sacrificing a
human life does not mean a thing, as long as it serves a purpose that benefits
him.
Mr. Whittier takes up the role of the mastermind behind staging events in
his arranged writers’ retreat. He is referred to by the narrator as the group’s
teacher, their ”master and devil” [24, p. 89]. He is a sharp manipulator
and can account for his wealth by being able to convince married women to
sleep with him and then blackmailing them for money. Mr. Whittier does
not have sympathy for human suffering, and his intention with arranging
recurrent writers’ workshops is to find ”a proof of life after life” [24, p. 390].
In other words, since he is aware that his life is coming to an end due to
his health disorder, he is trying to find a hope in afterlife, making the rest
of the group suffer and hate him ”even beyond this life, hate him so much,
that they would come back for revenge” [24, p. 385] in the form of a ghost
to haunt him and to ”give him proof of a life after death” [24, p. 385]. In
Mr. Whittier’s case, the act of being haunted would not imply suffering but
would rather be a blessing, providing him with comfort and assurance in the
thought of an afterlife, before he dies.
4.2 Greed
The sin of greed is an important one in a sense that it initiates and boosts
the overall concept of sinning and thus linking all the seven together, ”greed
turns love into lust, leisure into sloth, hunger into gluttony, honor into pride,
righteous indignation into anger, and admiration into envy. If it weren’t for
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greed, we would suffer fewer of the other vices” [35, p. 87]. This notion
echoes in Haunted in a way that many characters can be accused of being
moved by greed: greed for sexual pleasure has driven Saint Gut-Free into
his masturbation ”accident”, greed for recognition and money let Brandon
Whittier no choice than to manipulate married women to sleep with him
in order to blackmail them later. Yawing appreciation as well as a good
reputation, The Earl of Slander, Chef Assassin, The Duke of Vandals and
Agent Tattletale all murdered the ”necessary people” to reach their goals.
This sin can, however, not only be regarded as the trigger of acting immorally,
but also requires a more in-depth look into its root, and how it is expressed
in terms of inner drive and subsequent action.
Lyman defines greed as ”an inordinate desire, an insatiable longing for
the possession of something. As a sin it is associated with the excessive
eagerness to accumulate wealth and obtain money” [22, p. 232]. The novel’s
second short story, ”Foot Work”, resembles this particular avarice. Written
and recited by Mother Nature, it deals with her personal experiences as a
reflexologist who traded the respectable side of her profession for a shadier
but far more lucrative side of the same vocation. To investigate greed in
connection to Mother Natures character is particularly interesting because
of her pseudo-spiritual ”hippie-like” profession and attitude together with
the way she appears, her ”hands painted with dark henna vines” [24, p. 24],
and dressed in an ”Indian-printed cotton wrap skirt [...] flip-flop sandals and
brass-bell necklace” [24, p. 32]. Although it seems that someone walking
around ”barefoot” [24, p. 28], wearing ”yellow saffron dust” [24, p. 29] as
eyeshadow and having a braided hairstyle as her signature look [24, p. 29],
must follow certain moral values, it is Mother Nature who abandons her
ideals for the sake of wealth.
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This contradiction relates to the sinful feature of greed that makes people
”shift from the worship of God to the worship of mammon” [22, p. 234],
placing their desire for money and wealth before the one that the Church
has ”authorised”. Mother Nature describes this rearranging of principles in
a more modern context, as follows.
Sitting in the lobby of the Ritz-Carlton, you might see a few
kids you went to reflexology college with, now wearing Armani
suits, Chanel cocktail dresses. Kids who used to be vegan bicycle-
commuters, now you see them climbing in and out of limousines.
You see them eating alone at small tables in hotel dining rooms.
Drinking cocktails at the bar in private airports, waiting for the
next chartered jet. What used to be idealistic dreamers, now
lured into professional footwork. [24, p. 35]
Consequently, one can equal the sin of greed to idolatry, a condition in which
one ”finds a deity in things, and in that which can be exchanged for things”
[22, p. 234]. As for Mother Nature who exchanged her idealistic occupation,
being ”like a doctor but without the income” [24, p. 31], for the outlook of
a better and wealthier life; Her early work as a reflexologist suddenly seems
nave and unrewarded in the face of her attractive, rich friend who misuses
her talents by giving ”tax-free [...] four-handed foot manipulation” [24, p.
33]).
This girl, she’s your same age [...] the two of you were tie-dyed
and barefoot and young enough to feel noble while you rubbed
the feet of dirty homeless people [...]. That was years and years
ago. You, youre still poor. Your hair has started to break off at
the scalp. [...] Real diamonds sparkle at her throat. Her long
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hair shines, thick, heaving in waves of red and brown. The air
around her smells soft as roses and lilac. Her fur coat. Her hands
in leather gloves, the leather smooth and pale and nicer than the
skin on your own face. [24, p. 31]
As Schimmel argues, the longing for material things per se should not be
condemned, ”it is only the failure of moderation in this desire which is a
sin” [30, p. 181]. Leaving aside the fact that Mother Nature obviously also
envies her friends looks and lifestyle, she is failing to aspire after a better
life through legal and hard work, but instead forgets any reasonable relation
to what it means to ”climb up the greasy pole”. After she accepted her
friend’s offer to work as a high-class prostitute herself, and jumped at the
opportunity to become rich without thinking twice, she tries to excuse her
greediness by stating people like her are driven by altruism and selflessness:
”The idea that you can give your family a better life. You can give your mom
and dad a little comfort and security” [24, p. 35]. However, ultimately her
”higher reasons” become overshadowed by voracity for wealth and status, ”A
car, maybe. A condo on the beach in Florida” [24, p. 35].
As Willimon states, ”greed tends to be solidary, miserly, because there is
something about greed that puts us in competition with our neighbors and
ultimately in alienation from them” [38, p. 98], Mother Nature eventually
being at the height of her eagerly anticipated career, recognises how ”lonely
and isolated [her] life is, doing foot-work” [24, p. 37]. The notion of greed
turning ”every man and woman into a competitive, distrustful enemy of his
fellow man” [22, p. 266] is even more obvious relating to the other characters
and their respective storylines. The greed creates a restless anxiety, in which
the writers continuously balance on the edge because they do not dare to
trust one another they are doomed to be alone.
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The greediness of the writers finds its height in the self-mutilation and
torture they are willing to endure for the sake of fame. When the group
eventually finds Director Denial, who had cut her own hand off, now twisting
a nylon stocking around her mutilated wrist, it blames her for wanting to
steal the spotlight. The greed for fame shines through every act of autotomy,
Whoever can show the worst suffering, the most scars, they’ll play the lead in
the public mind. If the outside world broke in to rescue us right now, Director
Denial would be our biggest victim flashing the stubs of her severed toes
and fingers, flaunting them for sympathy. Making herself the lead character.
The A Block on any television talk show. Making us her supporting cast [24,
pp. 147-148].
To avoid any possibility of becoming part of the ”supporting cast”, Saint
Gut-Free borrows Chef Assassins cleaver and chops off the thumb off his
right hand [24, p. 148]. ”To be famous”, Reverend Godless follows suit and
sacrifices his little toes [24, p. 148]. The greedy Mother Nature severs her
toes [24, p. 148] and fingers, having only her index fingers left for dialling
and for punching buttons on a cash machine, after she’s become famous [24,
p. 148].
4.3 Lust
According to philosopher Simon Blackburn, the concept of lust is a rather
simple desire: ”The enthusiastic desire [...] that infuses the body, for sexual
activity and its pleasures for their own sake” [3, p. 19]. Lyman further
defines Lust as an ”overmastering appetite or craving for something” that is
”almost always associated with uncontrolled or uncontrollable relish of and
yearning for sex” [22, p. 53]. The short story ”Guts” by Saint Gut-Free
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and his unconventional masturbation techniques reflect this sinful excessive
craving for pleasure.
Whacking off underwater, sitting on the bottom at the deep end
of my parents swimming pool. With one deep breath, I’d kick
my way to the bottom and slip off my sim trucks. Id sit down
there for two, three, four minutes. [...] My dick hard and getting
my butt eaten out, I do not need air. My heartbeat in my ears,
I stay under until bright stars of light start worming around in
my eyes. My legs straight out, the back of each knee rubbed raw
against the concrete bottom. My toes are turning blue, my toes
and fingers wrinkled from being so long in the water. [24, p. 17]
It is therefore that lust acquires the nature of sin since it governs the relations
between the thinking mind, and active and willing body. Already Saint
Augustine recognised this problem, calling it ”man’s loss of willful authority
over his sexual organs” [22, p. 69]. Saint Gut-Free does not only manifest
”a sexual deviation” his exorbitant lust for masturbation and therefore
disobeys any ”maintenance of sexual purity” [22, p. 59], but he further
loses every control over his lust which is why his self-gratification ends in an
accident and thus in the loss of his lower intestine [24, pp. 18-19]. For this
reason, one could connect Saint Gut-Frees story to the sin of gluttony for his
lust assumes the shape of excess and over-consumption of self-pleasuring.
What is more, Saint Gut-Free has to face the outcome of his lust in his
daily life. Missing parts of his intestine, he has problems in digesting food
properly and thus became ”so skinny his hands can touch in the middle of
his back” [24, p. 9]. He is now physically unattractive for women, whit
his ”ribs show[ing] through his white T-shirt” and with only ”his belt in-
stead of his butt keep[ing] up his blue jeans” [24, p. 9]. Belliotti explains
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hell’s punishment for gluttony as ”extreme emaciation joined with constant
hunger and thirst” and lust being penalised with ”a burning, purifying fire”
[4, p. 87]. It seems like Saint Gut-Free has to deal with both, compensating
his poor digestion by constantly snacking ”boxes of pork-rind” and ”dried
cheese puffs” [24, p. 6] and the constant burning lust that forced him to go
cold turkey on masturbation and to not bringing pornography to the writers
retreat [24, p. 26].
For all the above, lust should not be confined to sexual desires only. It has
a wide range of applications, such as lust for power, lust for wealth, or lust
for fame [3, p. 21]. The respective sins of all characters in Haunted thus stem
from an initial desire, a lust for something that is yet not in possession of
the sinner. The Latin denotation for lust, luxuria (or luxury), that manifest
the urge to give an additional dimension of excess or intensity to the desire,
is rather fitting [3, p. 22].
4.4 Envy
Belliotti states, ”instead of lurking as fully independent forms of evil, the
seven capital sins are interwoven” [4, p. 125]. In a way, the sin of envy
resembles the sin of greed in that it is a longing for something, which is not
yet in possession of the person acting envious. However, a second dimension
is added. Lyman describes it as follows, ”envy requires two social elements
for its evolution: the one who eagerly desires a possession and the desired
possession itself that is under the control of somebody else” [22, p. 184].
The objects of envy can range quite considerably - from material possessions
to characteristics, qualities and capacities that are enviable, such as beauty,
courage, or certain skills [22, p. 185]. Although the agents in Haunted
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greed for money and fame in general, they also channel their envy into the
competition for nonmaterial items such as honor, status and esteem [22, p.
198]. They want to become more famous than their fellow writers, gain
more recognition and pity for what they had to endure in the retreat, and
consequently envy every other writer that might challenge their endeavour.
Aquinas and Dante both attributed the cause for murder to the sin of
envy, believing that ”murder is a species, a type of evil, which is derived
from a genus such as pride or envy” [4, p. 81]. This particular outburst of
envy the most gruesome crest of jealousy is represented in the short story
”Swan Song” by The Earl of Slander. Here, a reporter murders his vet who
had been a former child star in order to write a prize-winning story about
his alleged suicide, framing him for drug abuse and the possession of child
pornography. The Earl of Slander comes across Kenny Wilcox after his dog
needed treatment because of an accidental poisoning.
The Earl of Slander recognises the former child star immediately since
he had envied him all his life and even considered him some sort of role
model and friend [24, p. 92]. However, ”envy is an inner disposition” and
”simmers and seethes” within [4, p. 130], and though it might have been
admiration at first, the Earl now finds pleasure in Kennys evadable decay,
”Little Danny, the kind we all grew up with, he’s a vet now. He lives in
a tract house in some suburban development. Mows his own lawn. This is
him, bald and middle-aged, a little fat and ignored. This faded star” [24, p.
93]. Reflecting the German saying ”Die reinste Freude ist die Schadenfreude”
meaning that one finds the greatest pleasure in other’s misfortune the Earl
begrudges Kenny for being happy despite his looks and profession [24, p. 93].
Palahniuk addresses this dynamic directly, letting the reporter reflecting on
his thoughts, ”our purest joy comes when people we envy get hurt” [24, p.
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Aquinas describes a special feature to envy, setting it apart from others.
While ”lust and anger have a warm-hearted, hot-blooded, ’human-all-too-
human’ quality about them, envy is cold blooded and cruel” [38, p. 51].
These inhuman qualities shine through the actual description of the murder
scenario [24, p. 97] and the Earls remorseless contemplation of his sin,
In my version of the last evening, Kenneth Wilcox waved the gun around.
He bellowed about how no one cared [...] In my version, he died after I’d gone
home. That next week, I sold the story [...] The week after, Im nominated
for the Pulitzer Prize. A few weeks later, I win [24, p. 98].
Even though it can be argued how the other sins might ”bear temporary,
ill-focused, ultimately self-defeating joy” in contrary to envy, which ”brings
no pleasure” [4, p. 130], the Earl seems to feel rewarded after all at least
for the time being: ”Everything I touch, I turn to Famous. I move from
my apartment to a house with a yard for Skip to run around. We have
a garden and a swimming pool. A tennis court. Cable television” [24, p.
98]. Nonetheless, he is eventually ”punished” for his actions, and even comes
to realise how his envy and greed have destroyed his life. All his money is
useless, when his dog accidentally eats an onion and ultimately dies from it.
Me, I’m calling vet after vet, trying to find someone who’ll save
her. At this point, moneys no problem. I can pay anything. Me
and my dog, we have a great life. We’re so happy. It’s while I’m
still on the phone, flipping through the telephone book, when my
Skip, my baby, she stops breathing. [24, p. 98]
In the overall social structure of Haunted the writers trapped in their retreat
envy plays an important part since it can be described as having led to
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the disintegration of the community into ”scattered bands of antagonistic
predators” [22, p. 188]. Each individual has abolished any connection to
fundamental conditions of social interaction such as compassion, love, trust
or kindness and remains with only negative feelings towards one another.
Envy has thus created contempt, competition, schadenfreude and indifference
[22, p. 188]. This state again, drives the writers into an end-situation in
which they do not need a society or societal grouping to ensure their survival.
4.5 Gluttony
Gluttony is considered to be a desire for excess and over-consumption of
anything. Lyman describes a glutton as ”one who exhibits almost insatiable
desire and enormous capacity for engorgement. Gluttony, thus, is excessive
and greedy absorption in the immediate appetitive pleasures of the self”
[22, p. 212]. In Haunted, it is the character of Miss America that can be
considered to have engaged in the sin of gluttony. Being obsessed with her
looks, which can be considered as a form of self-absorption, Miss America
is always searching for a potential imperfection in her appearance, and it
is of utmost importance for her to detect the tiniest flaw in her looks in
order to do away with it as soon as possible. The reader is informed that
Miss America has suffered from obesity as a child, and that it has remained
a sensitive issue for her. Therefore, the reader can deduce that she suffers
from an eating disorder, bulimia.
”For the Talent portion of my program,” she says, ”I’ll show you
how to unswallow.” A bellyful of peach ice cream, a Halloween
bag of miniature candy bars, six frosted doughnuts, two double
cheeseburgers. The usual stuff. And sometimes, sperm. [24, p.
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The last line of the above verse indicates that Miss America, apart from
gluttony, is involved in another sin of flesh lust. It is implied that when
touring around the US and presenting her fitness exercise wheel in daytime-
talk-shows, she engages in a casual intercourse with another ”on-air talent”
and conceives a child with him.
Furthermore, gluttony in Palahniuk’s novel is carried to extreme in the
form of cannibalism, in which all the characters take part, relishing in the
awareness that this action would increase the degree of their suffering when
the rest of the world learns their story. Due to the same reason, they unani-
mously decline the bowl of freshly made popcorn that mysteriously appears
on the set (Mr. Whittier’s or his accomplice, Mrs Clark’s, work), since con-
suming ”normal” food would not add to the image of their suffering. Not
only consuming human flesh but also the unnecessary destruction of the
crew’s food supplies can be considered as forms of gluttony. In the latter
case, despite food not being consumed, the fact that it has deliberately been
destroyed and taken away from the needy, such as Miss America, who is preg-
nant, hints at the aspect that the excess of food has been handled improperly.
The characters treat food wastefully and unsparingly and are irresponsible
with respect to their food and water provisions.
Gluttony is sinful because ”it indulges the body at the expense of the
mind and soul” [22, p. 214]. For the central agents in Haunted, gluttony
in its two extreme forms - starving and cannibalism - is a means to shape
their body in a certain way, so that it would attribute to the famished and
undernourished image that they wish to convey to the outer world. Instead
of worrying about ethical or moral challenges that the secluded community
faces within itself, its members voluntarily indulge in maiming their own and
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others’ bodies for the purpose of potential wealth and recognition. In other
words, the characters’ preoccupation with food, and its abuse, diverts their
interest from more significant matters of life and turns their attention away
from moral and ethical aspects of their actions.
4.6 Wrath
Schimmel argues that frustrated greed and lust, or motivations such as pride
and envy, can trigger wrath. While many other sins and their subsequent
outcomes only affect the inner lives of the sinner and hence seethe with-
out being recognised wrath most commonly finds expression through action
and violence towards others [30, p. 83]. When a person ”suffers a real or
perceived injury” [30, p. 87], this person is therefore very likely to react
towards punishing the real or perceived offender. Wrath, consisting of two
intermingling emotions namely pain at the alleged injury and pleasure at the
expectation of revenge is the ultimate expression of anger [30, p. 87].
In the cases of The Chef Assassin and Sister Vigilante, wrath guided both
characters to commit murder. In the short story ”Product Placement”, The
Chef Assassin tells how he had murdered several critics who wrote negative
reviews of his cooking and afterwards blackmailed a knife manufacturer for
money by threatening, to expose to the world how he murdered his victims
using their knives only. In his motivation, he compares his job with other
artistic professions, such as screen writing or publishing, and those people
who have to face rejection and adverse criticism, in their everyday lives [24,
p. 244]. His anger is reflected in his cooking, making the preparation of
food almost look like the act of murder itself: ”The Chef, his face worms
and twitches with those perfect hands: Skinning and boning, pounding and
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seasoning, breading and frying and garnishing, until that piece of dead flesh
looks too pretty to eat” [24, p. 244].
Sister Vigilante, too, killed out of wrath. Her story ”Civil Twilight” tells
how she had murdered several people using a bowling ball because she had
believed that her doing so, would prevent other crimes from happening. Her
quest for strict discipline stems from her anger towards peoples bad attitude
and immoral way of living. She says, ”All day long [...] our biggest enemy is
other people. Its people packed around us in traffic. People ahead of us in
line at the supermarket. Its the supermarket checkers who hate us for keeping
them so busy” [24, p. 235]. Wishing for a more restrained togetherness per se
cannot be considered sinful thinking, Sister Vigilante however, feels injured
in her own morals by the society, and thus becomes ”the angel of death”
[24, p. 234] driven by wrath, ensuring that people ”stayed together [...] quit
bitching and behaved” [24, p. 234].
The sin of wrath, certainly, does not always amount to murder. Comrade
Snarkys story, ”Speaking Bitterness”, tells how her hate and mistrust in men
caused her and the women of her support group, to assault a transgender
person that claimed to be a woman. Because back in her childhood, her
mother continually warned her that her father might one day sexually abuse
her and although nothing ever happened Comrade Snarky remained critical
of men her entire life and even joined a support group for like-minded women
[24, p. 257]. When one day, an individual that seemed to be a post-operative
male-to-female transsexual, entered the group, Comrade Snarky feels insulted
and threatened by a potential male in the safe surrounding of the women’s
retreat. First, she expresses her anger in words.
We come here to get away from men, from husbands who won’t
pick up dirty socks. Husbands who slap us around, then cheat on
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us. Fathers disappointed that we’re not boys. Stepfathers who
diddle us. Brothers who bully us. Bosses. Priests. Traffic cops.
Doctors. [24, p. 261]
When the transgender woman called Miranda, refuses having been born male
and tries to defend her entry to the group, all the other women get even
angrier since Mirandas looks represent those of an ”ideal woman”.
The whole idea of men creating perfect robot women for their
own pleasure, it happens every day. The most ”beautiful” woman
you see in public, none of them are for real. They’re just men
perpetuating their perverted stereotype of women. Just the oldest
story in the world. [24, p. 261]
Their wrath eventually ends in cruel mental and physical torture as well as
sexual assault towards Miranda. Afterwards, only one women seems terrified
of how far her anger had lead her [24, p. 268], Comrade Snarky on the
contrary, believes herself to be in the right, thinking: ”From the minute he
sat down, we tried to explain. We don’t allow men. This is a women-only
safe space” [24, p. 268].
Lyman defines self-alienation as a special characteristic of wrath. He says,
”Whereas pride disconnects from God and envy from ones neighbour, wrath
separates from oneself [22, p. 11]. While in the cases of The Chef Assassin,
Sister Vigilante and Comrade Snarky, wrath resulted in active anger turned
towards others, the short story of Director Denial shows how ”it can turn
inward on oneself and become grief, sorrow, or bitterness that can lead to
apathy and a despairing melancholia” [22, p. 116]. In ”Exodus”, Director
Denial tells the story of her colleague, social worker Cora Reynolds who
had been working at her police station. Coras wrath is pointed towards
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her colleagues, most of which are police officers, who have been abusing
anatomically correct child dolls that the police station bought in order to
reconstruct acts of rape and molestation with children. Although rightfully
furious about the perverse use of the dolls, Cora goes to extremes by first
preparing the dolls with razor blades [24, p. 167], and eventually ending up
killing herself in an attempt to save ”her children” [24, p. 171]. Cora’s wrath
isolated herself from her colleagues; and unable to talk about what she had
to witness her anger turned her into a sad and bitter lunatic, blurring the
borders of reality with fiction. Coras last thoughts resemble how hate and
wrath have destroyed her:
She has the girl. She has the boy. She has the gun. Even if
they run out of gas, nobody will fuck their kids. Even if the
troopers shoot out their tires. Even then, she’ll shoot up their
silicon bodies. Cora will blow off their faces. Their nipples and
noses. She’ll leave them nothing any man would stick his dick
into. [24, p. 171]
4.7 Sloth
The term sloth can refer to several notions, including ”mental, spiritual,
pathological, and physical states” [22, p. 5]. Mentally, sloth might con-
tribute to a number of different elements, such as ”affectlessness, a lack of
any feeling about self or other, a mind-state that gives rise to boredom,
rancor, apathy, and a passive inert or sluggish mentation” [22, p. 5]. Physi-
cally, sloth is associated with ”an indifference to work; it finds expression in
laziness, idleness and indolence” [22, p. 5].
Since sloth implies a spiritual and moral laziness and the lack of desire
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to actually do some work, all the characters could fit into this category,
since they engage in passive existence instead of generating the masterpiece
they had set out to complete: ”sloth slows the mind, halting its attention
to matters of great importance” [22, p. 7]. A change of setting from their
”ordinary” lives and the framework of the writers’ retreat are not stimulating
enough for the workshop participants to get down to writing. They offer
various excuses for not working on their scripts: Lady Baglady complains
that the environment is not ideal for writing [24, p. 40]; the Matchmaker
complains that the writers’ colony is not as he had pictured [24, p. 41]; Miss
America’s breasts are too sore and arms too tired [24, p. 41]; and Miss Sneezy
grumbles that the air is too heavy with toxic mold spots that interfere with
her health [24, p. 40]. As a result, ”no one is working; no writing is getting
done” [24, p. 40]. Thus, sloth, in the form of procrastination, permeates the
writers’ retreat: ”Of course, everyone said they’d still write their work, their
poems and stories. They’d complete their masterpiece. just not here. Not
now. Later, outside” [24, p. 44].
Apart from refusing to work on their opus magnum, the majority of char-
acters secretly hopes that the rest of their group-mates will die one by one,
thus securing them larger royalty payments after they get out of the confine-
ment. Manipulating others to reach a certain goal can also be considered
an aspect of sloth; consequently, the weakest link of the chain - sickly Miss
Sneezy - is considered a puppet, a necessary sacrifice. The group members
are longing for her death: ”All of us silent but commanding her: Cough.
Hurry up and die already. [...] All of us, we’re aching for her to make us
famous” [24, p. 86].
Two characters can be particularly singled out, each representing a certain
aspect of the sin of sloth. For instance, Lady Baglady, a wealthy upper-class
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representative, has grown tired of her luxurious ”champagne-and-caviar”
lifestyle: ”The world feels so small and played out. Globe-trotting is just
the chance to feel bored more places, faster. A boring breakfast in Bali.
A predictable lunch in Paris. A tedious dinner in New York” [24, p. 72].
Following her friend’s suggestion, Lady Baglady seeks a way out of boredom
by pretending to be homeless and taking up slumming as her new pastime.
In her life, ”boredom drives to pursuits of pleasure and restless search for
excitement” [22, p. 19]; thus, slumming serves as a cure for her apathetic
and halfhearted existence.
Miss America can also be singled out as being afflicted by the sin of sloth,
albeit in a different manner than Lady Baglady. Miss America is eager to
become famous but she wants an easy fame instead of trying to achieve a
status in society by actually doing something useful and more intellectual
than promoting an exercise device. Consequently, she might not lack in
intelligence, as be too lazy to cultivate it.
4.8 Concluding analytical remarks
The close text reading of Haunted in relation to the seven deadly sins is but
one of many possible interpretations and furthermore a piece of intertextual-
ity, influenced by the Gothic genre, morals and ethics, and a contemporary
point of view. However, the seven deadly sins are a good way to structure
and demonstrate the loss of morality in the novel, for even the names, or
pseudonyms, of the characters are ”based on [their] sins instead of [their]
jobs [...] Based on [their] faults and crimes. The opposite of superhero
names. Silly names for real people” [24, p. 2]. Since writers themselves
characterise and define one another with regard to their past including the
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respective crimes they committed, and/or out of the ordinary events that
shaped their personality sinning becomes a central theme that helps to con-
vey the meaning of Palahniuk’s writing. Even though the analysis showed
that the sins of pride, greed, envy, lust, gluttony, wrath and sloth are all
somehow interlinked, and thus a clear distinction between the seven is not
possible, some characters and their stories seem considerably marked by a
few of them. The following diagram aims to visualise this dependence but
simultaneously allows tracing each character’s unique sinful nature and any
major influence of a specific sin.
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The textual analysis based on the Seven Deadly Sins further showed how
the plot and the narrator repeatedly comment on the loss of morality, which
dominates the writers’ retreat. Here, Mr. Whittier is an important element
because he did not only initiate and monitor the retreat, but also consistently
questioned the writers’ motivations and excuses for their dubious morality
perceptions.
And Mr. Whittier says, for the first of million times, ”I’m only
holding you to your word.” And, ”What stops you here is what
stops your entire life.” The air will always be too filled with
something. Your body too sore or tired. Your father too drunk.
Your wife too cold. You will always have some excuse not to live
your life. [24, pp. 42-43]
He can be seen as a God-like figure, pointing towards a higher sense in life
and admonishing them for their past actions and self-destructive behaviour
in the theatre. Moreover, he repeatedly compares the earth to a tumble dryer
containing rocks, stating how people need to live through earthly pain and in
doing so, become more refined, more human. Think of a rock polisher, one
of those drums, goes round and round, rolls twenty-four/seven, full of rocks
and water and gravel. Grinding it all up. Round and round. Polishing those
ugly rocks, into gemstones. That’s the earth. Why it goes around. We’re
the rocks. And what happens to us - the drama and pain and joy and war
and sickness and victory and abuse - why, that’s just the water and sand to
erode us. Grind us down. To polish us up, nice and bright [24, pp. 99-100].
In order to learn the essence of morality and ethics and understand that
there will always be suffering, humans are meant to undergo this process over
and over again: ”consider that you’ve chosen to jump in, again and again,
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knowing this suffering is your entire reason for coming to earth” [24, pp.
109-110]. Having a sinful past, should therefore not be the defining feature
of each character but can merely be seen as one aspect of what it means to be
human. The writers have sinned and will always continue to do so because
they have no reason not to do so no assurance or denial of a ”reward” for
a righteous life. Their crimes and sinful behaviour is the only way they can
cope with their existence. Mr. Whittier keeps reminding them.
In our secret heart’s heart, we love to root against the home
team. Against humanity. It’s us against us. You, the victim of
yourself. We love war because it’s the only way we’ll finish our
work here. The only way we’ll finish our souls, here on earth:
The big processing station. The rock tumbler. Through pain and
anger and conflict, it’s the only path. To what, we don’t know.
[24, p. 102]
It is due to his self-proclaimed God-like position that Mr. Whittier brings out
the distinctive temperaments and inner nature of the writers. After his (fake)
death, Mr. Whittier’s absence serves as a trigger for the others to live out
their sin-infused behaviour to the fullest. What is more, they even gradually
invent an alternative storyline of their ”adventures” in the abandoned theatre
by portraying Brandon Whittier as a ”bloodsucking demon” [24, p. 82] in
order to ”make all [their] past sins look like nothing by comparison. The story
of his crimes will leave [them] buffed and polished to the virgin-white color
of victim. More sinned against than sinning” [24, p. 178]. By attributing
all the self-inflicted mutilations to Mr. Whittier, the writers create a better
story worth selling to the public after they will have escaped from their
confinement - and allegedly from their sins.
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Chapter 5
Project Conclusion
Chuck Palahniuk’s Haunted takes its readers on a journey through the worst
that life contains. It is a work that engages with theological claims regarding
sin, redemption and morality. The digressions of this project into the Gothic
and satire genre have been included in order to explore the connection be-
tween the author’s style of writing and the potential message that might have
been most successfully revealed through these particular genres. It has been
done in order to give utterance to the fact that not only fictional individu-
als in Haunted, but also contemporary society in general, fail to realise how
desensitized and superficial social interactions are. Palahniuk’s exaggerated
depiction of this implied moral decay for instance the portrayal of gruesome
details of self-mutilation can further be interpreted as a comment on modern
readership. People’s senses have become so dull that they cannot perceive
and appreciate a text that is produced in ink and paper. Thus, ”outdated”
literary masterpieces, such as Frankenstein or The Vampyre, cannot move,
carry away, or shock the audience any more. People crave a text that is
written in flesh and blood and nothing less is worth paying money for. Not
only Palahniuk’s characters, but the entire social sphere within society, deal
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with their spiritual insufficiencies by reaching for the mundane.
Due to the fact that the concept of the seven deadly sins is a common
element in discussions about moral philosophy and human behaviour, this
project concludes that the author has included considerations of this in his
writing. Thus, the textual research explored here encompasses a search for
the origin of the Christian spiritual life. A concept seemingly of great rele-
vance for Palahniuk, since he has disclosed that this particular novel deals
with the loss of spirituality. Moral malpractice in life expels the soul from its
intended state of perfection. This is why in the novel we see how the seventeen
writers choose to go on a retreat, allegedly to transform their questionable
past and devious actions into a noteworthy masterpiece - their own magnum
opus that could help them be reborn from the ashes of destruction that they
come from. However, they fail miserably when it comes to reaching for the
stars. Their quest transforms in the abstract form, as they themselves un-
dergo painful physical transformations, into a distorted and plotted scheme,
a hoax that they sustain and that sustains their existence in turn, for the
benefit of fame and wealth that they hope to acquire.
These so-called artists remain grounded, similarly to how we see the tor-
mented souls in Purgatory remain chained to the ground for their earthly
sin of sloth, and their reluctance to end their state of misery is how they
destroy their potential to reach the perfect state. They quite clearly become
a painful example of what they simultaneously endure and hope to escape.
Thomas Aquinas once commented on the deadly sins adding to the interpre-
tation, that the sin of sloth is not just to be understood as a physical state
of low performance, but also, and more importantly, as a state of low spiri-
tual fluctuation. When the spirit is too inactive and restful, it is disallowed
its struggle with the Christian perception of introspection. In the novel it
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is manifested in the voluntary extension of the torment that the characters
are willing to endure, when they decide to remain within the broken and
corrupted retreat to invest more of their time, limbs, and spirit in waiting
for the redemption they see embodied within their official rescue.
Lastly, it seems that there is no escape from the loss of spirituality, trig-
gered when individuals abandon their morals and ethics. Sinning is a part
of human life and should not be concealed or denied. However, a life that
is contingent on sin only results in self-disgust and isolation. Moreover, it
cannot serve as an excuse to seek for any proof of an afterlife. Indeed, seeking
fame and acknowledgement at all costs will never be the solution for the lack
of meaning or purpose in life.
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